
XO EXPLR 44The SuperAdventureYacht



The Deep-V Aluminum Hull. Aluminum hulls are standard for the most luxurious superyachts and vessels 
operated by professionals such as Coast Guards and governments. It is the material for those
seeking ultimate performance, durability, and safety. For recreational boating, this
means your adventures are limitless. Explore anywhere from the ice-covered seas of
Scandinavia to the open oceans of the Atlantic and Pacific.

You choose the destination, and the XO EXPLR 
44 will take you there. The naval architecture 
of your all-aluminum SuperAdventureYacht 
combines serious seaworthiness and safety 
with outstanding versatility and comfort. All 
this means that finding new places to go is a 
pleasure. The driving experience makes the 
journey safe, luxurious, and unforgettable. 

Embracing all the benefits of an all-aluminum 
hull and superstructure and finding new ways 
to create an even better adventure boat has 
resulted in a strikingly modern styling—form 
following function. While classy and elegant, 
the XO 44 EXPLR is primarily a serious vessel 
for seriously fun adventures. And you can 
rest assured that we’ve designed the boat to 
be robust and versatile so you can enjoy your 
adventures. 

DESTINATIONS UNLIMITED
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The Aluminum  
Adventurer XO EXPLR 44



Builders of private jets, superyachts and professional 
vessels have long known that aluminum is an extremely 
rigid, durable, non-flammable and light material that does 
not require constant maintenance. It provides unparalleled 
structural integrity without adding excessive weight.

Our mission is to bring the premium material and naval 
architecture to adventure spirited recreational boating. 
At 44 feet, the EXPLR really benefits from the rigidity 
attainable by aluminum with sturdy 8mm stringers at the 
bottom and a 5mm hull. Vibrations and shatters from rough 
seas just vanish and the solid yet sporty seaworthiness can 
be felt at the wheel of this ultimate driver’s boat. In the long 
run you’ll learn to appreciate the XO aluminum excellence: 
the durability, corrosion resistance, repairability and care-
free ownership in general. 

Just like superyachts, XO EXPLR 44 has both aluminum hull 
and superstructures, which form a full metal jacket that will 
last for generations of skippers whilst holding a high resale 
value. Unlike most alternate boat construction materials, 
Aluminum is a sustainable and recyclable material.

MILITARY GRADE ALUMINUM

eXtraOrdinarily Tough XO EXPLR 44

SPEED
Up to 50 knots

Engines
1350 hp

LENGTH
43.65 ft / 13,4 m

BEAM
12.1 ft / 3,7 m



Leave the shore and its busy lifestyle 
behind, heading wherever you want to go, 
and do it with style, versatility, and comfort 
unseen in 44-foot boats before. 

With the XO 44 EXPLR, you get an 
adventurer that combines walkaround 
practicality and a secure three-foot-high 
bulwark. The vessel features a spacious 
multi-purpose pilothouse and two owner 
cabins, each featuring its own ensuite head 
and a shower compartment in the forward 
owner cabin. 

THE GETAWAY CRUISER

The Pilothouse features generous headroom beneath a panoramic sunroof, providing an inviting shelter or an open-air ambiance 
with sliding door panels. Whether cold or hot, EXPLR’s air conditioning and heating system ensures a consistently comfortable 
temperature. There is space for solar panels on the roof, ensuring self-sufficiency, along with rails for roof racks to accommodate your 
bikes and water sports gear. Two sunbeds in the bow and aft play a significant role in your exploring days. As night falls, they transform 
into the perfect cocktail enjoyment area. The front sunbed and aft lounging areas can be covered with the bimini. 

eXplore 
Oceans

For the outdoors spirited there’s another 8 person dining space with its own 
pantry and barbeque grill on the aft deck, and when you have finished dining 
the furniture turns into a sunbed with excellent views. 

XO EXPLR 44



The aft cabin has the option of a comfortable atrium, 2 single beds, or a 
large double with its own head. Together with the additional kid’s bed in the 
pilothouse, the 44 EXPLR comfortably sleeps 6 people. Even with all beds in use, 
there’s free access in and out of all the cabins. Another thing that separates 
the 44 EXPLR from the rest is the cleverly designed large rear-facing windows, 
which make the aft cabin a pleasant lounge for privacy and comfort.

The 2 spacious owner cabins are all about Scandinavian styling, versatility and comfort. Up front you’ll 
enjoy everything you’d expect from a luxurious owner cabin: a large double bed, head, shower compartment 
and good headroom with ample light, space for changing and stylish yet practical detailing. There is also a 
practical large hatch for separate access to the front deck. 

The Adventure 
Home XO EXPLR 44



Make no mistake, the XO 44 EXPLR is built for the pleasure of the pilot as well 
as for the comfort of the passengers. The responsive steering with deep-v 
aluminum hull offers a smooth ride even in the roughest conditions. The 
outboard options from 700 to 1350 hp bring the ultimate driving experience 
to your adventure trips. The fuel capacity offers a range from places like 
Miami to the Bahamas or from the French Riviera to Corsica with a good 
margin.

SPORTY PERFORMANCE FOR 
YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

eXplore 
Oceans

MEASUREMENTS XO EXPLR 44

Overall lenght excluding engines ft / m 43,65 ft / 13,4m

Beam ft / m 12,1 ft / 3,7m

Construction hull/deck/superstucture/roofs ALU/ALU/ALU/GRP

Lightship weight (excl. engines) kg (lbs) approx. 8 268 kg (18 226 lbs)

Draft to props ft / m 3,5 ft / 1,05 m

Outboard engines hp 3x450 / 2x600, Max 1350 hp

Fuel capacity L (gal) 1800 l (US version 430 gal)

Max speed range knots up to 50

Passengers cat B pers 12 - 14

Berths - 4 + 2

Dead rise at transom ° DEEP-V

Hull material - MARINE ALUMINUM

Classification Offshore B

XO EXPLR 44
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The XO 44 EXPLR SuperAdventureYacht represents naval architecture based on experience in some of the 

harshest conditions a skipper can encounter. From our home base on the shore of the Baltic Sea in Finland, we 

regularly navigate gale force winds, rocky archipelago, and even ice-covered seas. Our boats are tested in all 

conditions, from the cold to the tropics, and after that, refined for maximum comfort and safety.

With the XO 44 EXPLR SuperAdventureYacht, you can go anywhere in style.


